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SECTION 1  
Logging On to the Online Diary 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

The Online Diary uses the same username and password as ClinicOffice. 

• Enter your username and password into the two boxes as pictured below. 

• Click ‘Click to Logon’ to Logon to the Online Diary. 

 

 

 

 

The logo is customisable so you can personalise the diary for your clinic. Additionally, the options for ‘Existing Patients’ 

and ‘New Patients’ to register can be toggled on and off in the admin settings section. 
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Staff Diary 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

After logging in, the Staff Diary page will load. 

 

 

(see image ABOVE for corresponding numbers) 

[1] Here you can view your staff profile, change your password and logout. 

[2] Use this control to hide or show the diary navgiator sidebar.on the right hand 

[3] The Diary Navigator allows you to select a different day on the diary screen. Simply click the day you want to view 

and the diary will reload. 

[4] The Active Clinic allows you to change to different clinics you have in your ClinicOffice Database. 

[5] Here you can view appointments either by Staff or Room Columns. 

[6] Select which Staff Members to view in the Diary. (In Room View, you will have a selection of rooms instead) 

[7] This is another way you can navigate between different days. This can be used instead of the right-hand sidebar 

navigator and is useful for small screens such as mobile devices. 

[8] The ‘Time Ruler’ displays the time slots for the diary. Right-Clicking the ruler will give you options for changing the 

diary intervals (i.e. how long each slot on the diary is; 10 minutes, 15 minutes etc). 

[9] Use this control to hide or show the text for the left-hand sidebar controls 

[10] From this sidebar you can navigate between the Diary, Patients grid, Contacts grid, Staff grid and Settings 

(includes Admin Settings, Diary Options, Custom Messages and Working Hours). All of this will be explained in 

separate sections of this Userguide. 
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Creating, Moving and Opening Appointments 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Creating an Appointment 

1. Left-click and drag down to select an area in the diary 
and then release [1] 

 

2. Right-Click on the highlighted area and select ‘New 

Appointment’ [2]  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Moving an appointment  

 

Left click, drag-and-dropping appointments allow you to move 
the appointment from the diary screen to another slot in the 

diary.  

(Left click the appointment and HOLD the mouse button down 

then drag the mouse/appointment over to a new slot and 

RELEASE the mouse button) 

A popup will appear showing that pressing the Esc key on 

your keyboard will cancel the move. 

 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Opening an appointment (two methods) 

 

 

[Method 1] 

1) Double-click on the appointment 

 

[Method 2] See image LEFT 

1) Right-click on the Appointment 

2) Select ‘Open Appointment’ 

 

Please see the Appointment Editor 

section for more information on how the 

appointment screen works. 
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Other Features and Functions 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Right-Click Appointment Menu 

Right-clicking an appointment will 

give numerous options. 

You can change the Appointment 
Status or Type directly from this 

menu without opening the 
appointment. Also, you can Delete, 

Cut or Copy the appointment.  

You can also add a patient to the 
waiting list from this menu should 

they need another appointment soon 
after their current one and there are 

no free available time slots. When 
you select this you will be taken to 

the New Waiting List appointment 

Right-clicking the diary after you’ve 
copied an appointment will allow you 

to ‘Paste’ the appointment into a free 
slot on the diary using the same 

right-click menu, but on a free 

/empty slot in the diary. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Right-Clicking the Time Ruler 

Right-clicking the time ruler brings up a few extra options 

 

 

You can change between different time intervals on the diary by right-
clicking the time ruler on the left-hand side of the diary. This diary by 

default is set to 30 minute intervals.  

Other options are available from this menu and they include pasting an 
appointment you’ve copied previously, changing the view to day, work 

week etc using the ‘Change View to’ option, and ‘Go to Today’ 

which quickly changes the diary view to the present day. 

Another feature of note is the Private Mode. When selected all 

appointments will be rendered with the text [Booked].  This could be 

used if you need to temporarily hide the patient names on the screen. 
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Selecting Staff Based on Working Hours 

Left click on the blue Select link below the Diary View on the Diary’s 

right hand panel. This will give you four additional options which are 

explained below. 

 

• Auto Select Working Staff for Date” which, when enabled, 

automatically selects the staff working on the day that you 
select from the Diary Navigator. This feature has to be 

reselected in order to disable it. 

• Select Working Staff (now) does a one time selection of 

the staff currently working today at this moment in time. 

• Select Working Staff (today) does a one time selection of 

staff currently working anytime today. 

• Select Working Staff (selected date) does a one time 

selection of staff working on the current date you have 

selected rather on the diary.  
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The Appointment Editor 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

This screen is used either for creating or editing an appointment record. 
 

 

 

[1] The ‘Auto Description’ checkbox when ticked will automatically fill in the ‘Description’ field for you, so that on 

the main diary screen, the appointment caption is automatically populated with Patient, Staff and Room details. 

[2] Specify the Start and End Time for an appointment, including the specific time. 

[3] When ‘Ignore Clashes’ is ticked this would mean that the appointment will not care if it is double-booked with 

another appointment. Equally another appointment can be booked in the same spot and no warning will be given. 

[4] The ‘All Day’ checkbox makes the appointment duration last all day. 

[5] Select which ‘Patient’ the appointment belongs to by simply typing in this box and it will perform a patient lookup. 

Additionally, there are drop-down boxes in this section for selecting the specific ‘Practitioner’, ‘Room’, ‘Clinic’, 

‘Appointment Type’ and ‘Appointment Status’. 

[6] ‘View Patient’ allows you to view the Patient’s record that is assigned to this appointment (see section ‘Patient 

Editor’ for more information) 

[7] The ‘New Patient’ button creates a new patient record (useful if the appointment is for a new patient) 

[8] You can record additional information in the ‘Notes’ field relating to the appointment. 

[9] The ‘Delete’ button permanently deletes this appointment record. 

[10] The Audit Trail shows who created/updated the record and when they did this 

[11] Save the appointment and return to the Diary screen. 

[12] Cancels any changes you have made and returns to the Diary Screen. 
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Creating Flags 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

You can FLAG appointment or patient records from withnin the online diary. These will then show on appointment 

captions, or pop up if you open any associated appointment records. Follow the instructions below to create a flag. 

(This example is for an appointment record, but the same principle applies via a patient record.) 

 

1) Click on the Flags drop-down button, and select Add New Flag. 

 

  

 

2) The system will then offer some further flag location options. Select the desired option, and click ‘Confirm.’ 
(THIS STEP ONLY APPLIES TO CREATING A FLAG FROM AN APPOINTMENT) 
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3) Fill in the settings for your flag. You can select flag type, and colour. (These options can be modified from within 
the full ClinicOffice application.) Once you are happy, click ‘Save’. 

 

 

 

4) The appointment caption will now show a visual flag, like the one below. (Does not apply if a flag relates to the 

patient.) 

 

 

 

 

5) When you open an appointment or patient record with a flag attached, you will now see a visual pop-up relating 
to the flag. If you open an appointment where the patient has the flag attached, then this will also show, but 

opening a patient that has a flagged appointment would not show any flag warning. (This works in the same 
way as the main ClinicOffice application) 
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The Waiting List 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

The waiting list links up to the waiting list present on your ClinicOffice program. This can be used for patients who 

need an appointment soon but perhaps because your clinic is fully booked for the foreseeable future, they are waiting 

for a cancellation to appear so that they can come in sooner.  

 
 

[1] The Waiting List sits on the left-hand side panel of the diary towards the bottom. You can expand or minimise it by 
clicking on the arrow to its right. This can automatically be displayed once an appointment in the future has been 

cancelled by going to the Settings -> Diary Options and ticking Auto Show Waiting List. This is handy because 

it reminds the user that people are waiting for appointments.  

 

[2] ‘Add to waiting list’ allows you to add patients to the waiting list. When you click on it the screen below appears. 

 

The above screen allows you to specify the patient, their priority of importance; the appointment type, the duration 
and if they prefer a practitioner or if they require a certain room. These details will be copied across when it is 

converted into an appointment. 

 

[3] At the bottom of the waiting list is the list of patients who are waiting for an appointment. You can view their 

required appointment details by hovering your mouse above their name. You can add it as an appointment from this 
list by simply dragging and dropping the patients name onto the desired location in the diary. This will take you into 

the appointment editor screen where you can save it as an appointment.  
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The Patient Grid 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

You can view a list of Patients in your database via the Patient Grid. 

Go to: Diary and click on the Patients icon on the left-hand side panel 

 

Features (see image BELOW) 

[1] The ‘New Patient’ button creates a New Patient in your database. It opens 

the Patient Editor. 

[2] The search bar allows you to search for Patients in your database 

[3] The grid allows you to open a patient’s record by doubling-click on the line 

[4] The page selector allows you to view more patients - either click the arrows or 

the page number to view the next page.  

[5] The horizontal scroll bar allows you to scroll through all the grid data quickly. 

 

 

 

[6] Right-clicking on a patient in the grid presents four options: 

• Open – Opens the patient’s record 

• New – Creates a new patient record 

• Export – Allows you to export the information from the current grid 

into a PDF, RTF, DOCX, CSV, XLS or XLSX format.  

• Refresh – Does a manual refresh on the current grid. Any new 

records added while viewing the grid will become visible. 
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The Patient Record 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

The Patient Record screen is used either for adding and viewing information about the patient. 

 

 

 

[1] The Patient Details Section contains information such as the Patients full name, their Code (their unique 

database reference number), DOB, Patient Category and Status. All are definable and vital for an organised patient 

database. 

[2] Use the Address section to input their address information. Under here is also the Contact section for fields such 

as Telephone numbers, email etc. 

[3] The More Details section allows you to record information such as Height, Weight, Gender, the patient’s GP and 

how was the patient referred to the clinic. 

[4] The Billing area allows you to specify the discount rate of the patient if they have one and alternative invoice 

recipients such as an insurance company. 

[5] The patients Notes is where additional general non-medical notes can be stored. 

[6] If you have any custom fields stored in the Patient Editor back in ClinicOffice, they can be viewed from the 

Custom tab. Note that you can only see these fields but not edit them. 

[7] The Appointments tab will allow you to view and even open appointments pertaining to the patient. 

[8] The Finances tab will allow you to see any financial records, such as payment and invoices, that are related to 

this patient.  

[9] The Documents tab will allow you to view any documents the patient has stored within their record. 

[10] The Contact Journal is where you can view any SMS, emails or contact logs that are stored for this patient. New 
contact logs can be recorded from here as well. For example, any telephone or in person conversation can be 

recorded here. 

[11] The Clinical Summary allows you to view the patient’s clinical notes within a preview panel. 
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The Patient Record – Appointments 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

The Appointments tab allows you to see all past, current and future appointments a patient currently has with the 

clinic. 

 

[1] You can change the sort order of the grid when you left click on one of the headers. By holding down the shift key 

and then left clicking you can select to sort on more than one column at a time. 

[2] Double-click an appointment to open the record. 

 

The Patient Record – Finances 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

The Finances tab of the Patient Record allows you to see all finances that the patient is directly involved with. This 

includes invoices raised, payments made, credit notes issued and any refunds. Towards the top left of the grid the 

patient’s overall financial balance can be seen. Like other grids, the sort order can be changed by left clicking on any 

of the column headers. 

Financial information cannot be changed from here and instead you will need to go into the main ClinicOffice 

application to make any adjustments if they are needed. 
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The Patient Record – Contact Journal 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

The contact journal is an area where you can store ongoing notes about the 
conversations you may have with a person, for example notes about a 

telephone conversation. 
 
(See Image to the Left) 

[1] The Settings will allow you to specify how far back you wish to see the 

patient’s contact journal. You can also select to see SMS and emails included 

into the journal.  

[2] This allows you to search for any expression found within the contact 

journal’s notes. 

[3] This is the preview window and can display contact notes, SMS messages 

and emails. 

[4] When you click the Add Log button it will open a new journal log record 

window will open as show further down.  

  

The Contact Journal usually sits to the right of the patient’s record. If 

you are unable to see it, then it might be minimised. If this is the 

case, there should be three small lines (≡) towards the top right of 
the screen and when you click on this the Contact Journal will 

expand out.  

(See Image to the Right) 

[1] The Date/Time of the journal log will 

automatically default to the current date 

and time, but you can adjust this if you 

need to. 

[2] The patient/contact’s name is auto filled 
in and cannot be changed because we are 

creating it straight from their record.  

[3] The Staff Member again is auto filled in 
with your name. This can be changed from 

the drop-down list. 

[4] Select from a list of predefined log type 

values. Note that you can customise this 

list via the main ClinicOffice application’s 

Types and Categories area. 

[5] This is where you will make your note 
about your contact that you have had with 
the patient. 
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The Patient Record – Clinical Summary 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Although you cannot enter any clinical notes into the Online Diary, you can preview them via the Clinical Summary. To 

access this, go to Patients > open a patient’s record > Menu > Clinical Summary. 

 

[1] The Patient Details contains an overview of 

the information stored within the patient’s record. 

[2] Any Forms attached to the patient’s clinical 

notes will be displayed. When a form is attached at 
the root or top level it will appear independently but 

if it is attached to a case or session note it will 

within that note as a subgroup. 

[3] Case notes are also included in the summary and 
their adjoined session notes will be displayed within 

the case note’s preview. 

Each of these sections can be expanded on to view 
all information within them. Below is an example of 

a case note and a session note. 

  

As mentioned, the case note can house multiple sub 

notes such as session notes and forms. When you expand 
the note, you will first see any notes from the case note. 

You can then expand the attached session notes and any 

attached forms. 

The notes will present the patient details at the top, then 

any forms not attached to a case or session note and 
then the cases below. All case notes are presented in a 

chronological order with the newest note at the top. 

Currently it is not possible for the Clinical Summary 

to display any images such as attached photos or 

visual notes. 
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Changing your password 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

As a Staff Member you can change your password from the Online Diary. 

(1) Go to: YOUR PROFILE (Top Right), (2) Select: Change Password. 
See image RIGHT 

 

To change your password, fill in the following three fields: 

(1) Current Password, (2) New Password and (3) Confirm New Password. 
See image BELOW LEFT 
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Changing your Working hours 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Go to: Settings (Top Left Bar) > Working Hours  
See image RIGHT 

 

See image BELOW  
[1] Select which clinic hours you want to edit. 

[2] Checkbox showing whether the Staff Member has working hours at the 

Clinic. 

[3] The First Shift has a start time, an end time and a room allocation box 

[4] Select an additional shift if your working day is in more than one section, 

e.g. Staff Member A works 09:00-10:00, and 12:00-14:00 on Monday. 

[5] On a day the Staff Member does not work, the checkbox for the first shift is 
unchecked, leaving the hours indefinable and the background colour darker to 

show he or she is not working. 

[6] Select which week you want to edit, i.e. the Template Week is the default 

working hours, and selecting another week on the drop-down box will only edit 

the hours for that specific week. For example, Staff Member B works 09:00 – 
17:00 every weekday, except next week whereas a one-off he will be absent 

on Monday. To show the absence, select from the drop-down box the week in 

question and edit the hours accordingly.  

[7] Saves the Changes and returns to the Diary. 
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SECTION 2 

Patient Self Registration 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

(1) Patients who wish to book online must register 

with you.  

(2) Click: ‘New Patient Registration’ see image 

RIGHT * (Existing patients will just need to provide 

their last name, and email, and the system will match 

them with their internal ClinicOffice record.) 

(3) This will load the New Patient Registration See 

image BELOW 

 
 

 

 

[1] The Patient will fill out this form with their 

details 

[2] The Anti-Bot Question requires the patient 

to type in the characters they see in the box 

at the bottom. 

[3] Click ‘Show another Code’ to generate a 

new image – useful if the patient is struggling 

to read the characters. 

 [4] Click Register to submit these details, 
after which the patient will receive an email 

confirming their login details.  

 

 

  

If you are unable to see the ‘New 

Patient registration’ link as pictured 
to the left, you will need to enable 

the setting to allow patients to self-
register. Please see Section 3 of the 

User Guide for more information. 
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Viewing Patient Login Details / Creating Patients Login 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

You can view and edit Patients’ login details after they have self-registered. You can also allow Online Access for 

Patients manually from the Main ClinicOffice v5 program – useful if you do not want Patients to self-register. 

 

 ^ screen shot captured from ClinicOffice v5   

(See image ABOVE) 

[1] Open the Patient Record and click Online Diary Access 

[2] Set the Online Diary Status to Active 

[3] So long as the patient record already has an email entered the Patient’s Email field will be auto filled in. The 

email will act as the patient’s username.  

[4] You can edit the password from the Patient’s Password or click ‘Generate New Password’ to create a 

randomly generated password. 

[5] You can send the login details to the patient either by email or SMS. Select either one with the two tabs. 

[6] Edit the Email Subject 

[7] Click on the drop-down Insert button to insert merge fields into the message body. Merge Fields are displayed in 

these brackets <>. When the email is sent the patient’s information will be merged into these. 

[8] The Message body is editable – so if you wish to personalize the message that is sent – you can! 

[9] Click: Reset to Default if you wish to revert to the standard template, should you make any changes and wish to 

revert to the default again. You will lose any changes you’ve made to the message body and the subject line. 

[10] Click Send Email (or Send SMS) to send the message to the patient so they can log in. 
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Patient Booking New Appointment 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

(1) Login as a patient 

 

(2)  Use the Book and Appointment screen (shown below) to Select a Practitioner. Either choose ‘Any 

Practitioner’ or specify a practitioner. You can choose which Practitioners are available on the Online Diary for 

Patient booking on the Admin Settings Page. More info on this page is found in Section 3 of the User Guide. 

 

(3) Then, select an Appointment Type. Additional settings for this box are mentioned in Section 3 of the User 

Guide – i.e. defining which appointment types are available online 

 

 

 

(4) Once you have made your selection, the system will offer a list of available slots. Please choose one.   
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(5) One last step before confirming the appointment is 
the option to add notes to the appointment. This is 

useful if the patient wants to convey additional 
information that they would give over the phone. Any 

notes made here are inserted into the Notes field on the 

appointment record. Once you are happy, click 

‘Confirm’.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(6) The last screen on the Patient Booking is a confirmation window which is printable and displays an overview of 

the appointment the patient has booked. 
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Patient Appointment Screen 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

The ‘My Appointments’ screen displays a list of both past and future appointments, along with the charges and 

amounts outstanding. You can access this from the left hand tab and it represented by a small alarm clock symbol. 

 

 

 

From this screen you can also cancel an appointment by clicking the ‘Cancel Appointment’ link on the appointment 

you wish to cancel. See image BELOW  

 

 

 

Patient Upload Documents and Files 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

The ‘Upload Document/Files’ screen allows for the patient to upload any medical notes, letters or general 
information to their record so that you as the clinic can view them. This option only appears for the patient once you 

have enabled this setting by logging into the Online Diary as a Staff Member, go to Settings > Admin Settings > 

Uploads and switch on ‘Allow patients to upload files’.  

When the patient logs into the Online Diary, 

they will be able to upload a document by:- 

 

[1] Clicking the Upload Files button 

[2] Click the Browse button 

[3] Click to Upload To Clinic 

 

The patient’s file will then be visible to 

users of ClinicOffice under the patient’s 
Documents tab. 
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SECTION 3 

Preparing to use the Online Diary 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Before you start to use the Online Diary there are a few settings listed below that we strongly advise checking within 
the main ClinicOffice Application. If you do not intend to allow your patients to book appointments online via the 

Online Diary then you can move onto Section 1 of this User Guide. 

 

(1) Selecting which staff members can be booked online 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

 

 

See image LEFT 

[1] Go to Staff Members area in ClinicOffice, 

open up a Staff Member and you will see the 

‘Accept Online Booking’ checkbox.  

If the box is checked, the Staff Member will be 

visable online to patients booking their own 

appointments. 

 

 

 

 

 

(2) Restricting patient’s choice of appointment types online 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

See image ABOVE 

 

Go to: ClinicOffice > View tab > Types and Categories > [1] Appointment Types > [2] ‘Bookable Online ?’ 

You can enable/ disable a particular appointment types for the Online Diary patient booking. 
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(3) Selecting which clinic’s are bookable online  

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Go to: ClinicOffice > View tab > Program 

Settings > [1] Clinic Settings 

 

From this screen (shown to the LEFT) you will 

need to select the [2] clinic you wish to be 
bookable online and then tick the option [3] 

‘Allow online booking at this clinic’. 

Note that you will still need to do this even if 

you just have the one clinic. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(4) Configuring a default email 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

You will need to do this so that the booking system knows which email account to send messages from, such as 
sending out booking confirmations. The setup process for this will vary depending on whether you have the Email 

Manager module or not for ClinicOffice. 

 

Setup Without Email Manager 

Go to: ClinicOffice > View tab > Program Settings 

> Global Settings > Setup Email Accounts  

[1] Select Server Type which can be SMTP for most 
email accounts but if you a Office365 Business 

Account or a Gmail account you can select these.  

[2] If you select either Office365 or Gmail, just login to 
your account but if you selected SMTP, please enter in 

the server details for your email. If you are not too 
sure what these are, please contact the company that 

provides you with your email. The username and 

password are the account details for your email. 

[3] Click Send Test Email to make sure that the 

account details are correct and working. This way  the 
Online Diary will be able to use your email account 

correctly. 

[4] Specify the Sender Name and Sender Email. 

This can be your company name and again your 

email. 
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Setup With Email Manager 

Go to: ClinicOffice > View tab > Program Settings > Global Settings > Setup Email Accounts  

 

[1] Click the New button to open the New Email Account Wizard  

[2] Select the email service that you use from the predefined list or click other if your email provider is not there 

[3] Click the Next button and on the next screen it will vary depending on what you selected in the previous step. The 

difference are mentioned below. 

Gmail or Office 365: If you select either of 

these then then you just need to login to 

either of these accounts. 

Outlook.com, Yahoo, AOL or iCloud: If 

you select any of these options then in the 
next step you will need to specify what you 

want to name the account and the step after 

that enter your account address and password 

and the preferred sender name.  

[4] Once you have connected to your email 
server, select which folder you wish to 

synchronise with by ticking the ‘Include in 

Send/Receive’ checkbox.  

[5] You can specify who has access to these 

folders by selectin the folder i.e. Inbox and 

clicking the Copy Access To…  

[6] Once you are happy with this click OK 
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[7] Go to the Outgoing Server tab 

[8] Change the Send Name 

[9] Click Save once finished 

 

With ClinicOffice now configured 

with your business email, the 

Online Diary can utilise this when 
emailling a booking confirmation 

message to patients. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(5) Enable Two-Factor Authentication (2FA) 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

This is optional but if you wish to give your staff and patient’s an important additional security layer for their accounts  

then this is certainly worth considering. The Online Diary can be set up so that a person can use either their email, 

SMS or an authentication application like Google Authenticator or Authy. 

To enable this go to: ClinicOffice > View tab > 
Program Settings > Global Settings > Security 

Settings 

[1] Under the “Two-Factor Authetication (2FA) for 
PATIENT Logins” select “Enable Two-Factor 

Authentication Via Authenticator App or SMS” 

 

 

 

[2] Select the expiry time for the two factor authentication (between 0 to 

168 hours) 

[3] Click OK 

When a patient goes to logon for the first time after this change has 
been made they will be presented with the screen to the right. From this 

they can go into their authenticator app and select to add a new 

account. From there they can then scan the QR code presented on the 
‘Configure Two-Factor Authentication’ screen, enter the authentication 

code that the application presents and click the Setup and Login 

button. 

This screen does provide a link for the patient to download an 

authentication app. Alternatively they can select to get a code via SMS or 

Email. 
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Diary Options 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Go to: Staff Diary > Settings > Diary Options 

 

When you login as a staff member to the Online Diary you can view the Diary settings by clicking on the small 

spanner icon on the left-hand side panel and select ‘Diary Options’ (see image to the right). 

 

 

 

 

General Settings (see image BELOW) 

[1] Show Cancelled Appointments - when unticked will make cancelled 

appointments invisible on the diary screen. 

[2] Show All Clinics - will display all appointments for that practitionr or 
room on any clinic these are assigned to regardless of which Clinic the 

appointment is booked at. 

[3] Auto Show Waiting List - when enabled, if an appointment is 

cancelled in the diary then the waiting list will automatically appear with 

people who are waiting for an appointment to fill this gap. 

[4] Single Day Load Mode - will change the online diary from loading up 

an entire month to just a single day. This may help improve performance 

on lower end devices or a slow internet connection.  
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Visual Settings 

 

 

 

[5] Show Staff Portraits - when ticked displays the staff member’s portrait if they have one. 

[6] Maximum Diary Columns - this will limit the amount of columns that are displayed on the diary at once. A 

horizontal scroll bar will appear when the amount of staff members or rooms exceeds this limt. 

[7] Show E-Docs Flag - allows you to show/hide the visual appointment caption icon respresenting E-Doc satus for 

that appointment. 

[8] Show Zoom Flag - allows you to show/hide the visual appointment caption icon respresenting Zoom meeting 

created satus for that appointment. 

[9] Show Alerts - allows you to show/hide the visual appointment caption icon respresenting Alert satus for that 

appointment. 

[10] Show Flags - allows you to show/hide the visual appointment caption icon respresenting Flag satus for that 

appointment. 
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Journal Settings 

 

 

 

[10] ‘Contact Journal Log Period’ gives you the option to set the historical time period amount that you want to be 

loaded in for the patients contact journal. 

[11] ‘Include SMS’ allows you to show/hide SMS logs from the contact journal. 

[12] ‘Include Email’ allows you to show/hide Email logs from the contact journal. 

 

‘Save changes’ will save your Diary Options. If you do not click this after making changes then those changes will 

not be saved. 

 

The Diary options are just basic visual/layout configurations. Further settings and configurations are detailed on 

the next pages of this userguide. 
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 Admin Settings 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Go to: Staff Diary > Settings > Admin Settings 

 

 

See image above 

[1] General: Change basic settings for your Online Diary such as the Company Name and contact information and. 
From here you can set the ‘Timeout’ setting which determines how long your user session will stay logged in with no 

user input. This setting is specific to each Staff Member who logs in. The limit to how long an inactive session will stay 
logged in is 1 hour (60 minutes). Through the Locale Setting field you can specify your clinic’s location. This will 

change things such as the date formatting on the diary and the currency based on this setting.  

 

*NOTE* the ‘Clinic Email Address’ is used to CC Emails (sent to patients) to the Clinic. Please ensure this is 

correctly set so you will be informed of any Patient bookings online. 
 

[2] Click Browse to locate an image on your computer to use as your logo (displayed at the top of the Online Diary). 

Click the Clear Logo button if you wish to remove the logo you have uploaded. 

[3] After every section is a Save button. Ensure you click this to save any changes you make to this section. 
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 [4] The Bookings section (displayed on previous page) has more specific settings to restrict/ change the choice of 

appointments for Patients booking online.  

 

Patients default home page 
You can define which page you wish the patient to see first when 

they login. By default this is set to the “Create Appointment” screen. 

Allow patients to view finances 
Allows the patient to view invoices and payments that are pertaining 

to themselves. 

Allow patients to book appointments 

This allows for patients to book appointments online. So, if you would 

prefer for patients not to book online and to use the Online Diary for 

staff only, just untick this setting. 

Email clinic when appointment 

booked 

When ticked this emails the clinic when an appointment has been 

booked by a patient. 

Website appointment selection 

(iframe) 

This setting enables the iframe feature that will allow you to integrate 

part of the patient booking screen with your own web page. As the 

description inidcates, it will allow the patients to search for an 
appointment before being requried to login. To enable the iframe 

fully, please contact PioneerSoftware Ltd and provide your website 

domain you wish to integrate this with. 

Book appointments page only 

Will only allow the patient to see the appointment booking page. This 

means they cannot view their past and future appointments nor see 

the basic information stored about them.  

Patients can add themselves to 

waiting list 

If the patient cannot locate an appointment that is sooner, with this 

option enable, they can add themselves to the waiting list and when 

a cancellation is made their appointment can replace it. 

Patients First Selection 

Allows you to define what the patient can select first when booking 

an appointment. Their first option for booking an appointment can 
either be selecting the preferred practitioner or to select the prefered 

appointment type. The other options will then follow. 

Appointment type for “I don’t know” 

A patient might not know what appointment type they wish to book 

an appointment for, so they can select the “I don’t know” option. The 

system still needs to know what the appointment type is so you can 

define the default here. 

Appointment types display 

Allows you to change the sort order of the appointment type drop-

down list field on the patient's booking screen. There are three 

different options.  

1) Simple list: Displays all appointment types in one alpha-

numerical sort.  

2) Groups in list: Groups the appointment types based on 

appointment type group, which can be set within ClinicOffice under 

the Types and Categories screen. 

3) Select group first: Allows the patient to select the appointment 
type group first, before then selecting the actual appointment type. 

For example, a multi-disciplinary practice could offer Chiropractic, 
Osteopathic and Massage type appointments so they would group 

their appointment types by these. This would mean that a patient 

would select the group first such as Massage and then select the 

appointment type such as foot massage. 

Appointment cost dropdown 
When ticked the patient will see the default charge amount for the 

appointment types in the drop-down list. 

Hide price field if TBC 

If an appointment does not have a default charge assigned to it or 

the charge is £0 then on booking the appointment the patient would 
see the term “TBC” (to be confirmed) for the price. You can prevent 

this term from appearing when you tick this option to hide this 

expression.  
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Only at their assigned clinic 

When left unticked this will allow for a patient to book an 
appointment at anyone of your clinics. If ticked they will not have a 

choice of clinic but will be automatically assigned to their default 

clinic. Note, if you only have one clinic then the patient will not be 

given an option anyway.  

Only their assigned practitioner 

When left unticked this will allow the patient to select their 
practitioner. If ticked they will be automatically assigned to their 

default practitioner. 

Remove usual practitioner option 

By default the patient can select to book an appointment with 
whichever practitioner they like. If this option is ticked it will remove 

the marker next to the practitioner they are assigned to when 

selecting the practitioner. This does not prevent them from booking 
an appointment with that practitioner but it will not state that the 

practitioner is the usual pracititoner either. 

Default to any practitioner 
This defaults the practitioner field on the patient’s booking screen to 

“Any Practitioner”. 

Remove Practitioner Option 

Removes the option for the patient to select a practitioner from a 
drop-down menu. Instead they just select whoever is available when 

selecting a time slot for their appointment. 

Remove practitioner gender option 

By default when a patient is booking an appointment and selecting 
their practitioner they can choose by gender. If you tick this option it 

will remove the patient’s ability to select a gender. This is practical if 

your practitioners are made up of only one gender. 

Minimum booking notice (hours) 

You can define the minimum number of hours a patient can book an 

appointment before it commences. This can prevent sudden suprises 

with patients turning up when you are not expecting them. 

Booking range 
Allows you to specify how far into the future you would like a patient 

to book an appointment. 

Snap appointment start times to 

Allows you to specify on what time interval you would like an 

appointment to start on. You can select 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 minutes 

and 1 hour. For example, if this were set to 20 minutes then a 

patient could not book an appointment starting at 16:10. 

Appointments displayed in search 

results 

You can select from three options “Consolidated”, “Unrestricted” 

and “Use Interval”. If you select consolidated this will reduce the 
selection of available times. This would mean that if you had an 

afternoon completely free from 12:00 to 18:00 and someone wanted 
to book a 30 minute appointment while searching for an afternoon 

they would only see 12:00 being available for that day. If you set this 

setting to unrestricted they would see 12:00, 12:30; 13:00 and so 
on. Using interval works in a similar manner to unrestricted but 

rather than the available times slots being based on the appointment 
length instead this prioritises the available times on the value set in 

the “Snap appointment start times to” field. 

Appointments displayed order 
Change the sort order of the free appointment time slots for the 

patient booking screen. 

Can patients cancel appointments? 
When ticked this will allow patients to cancel appointments that they 

have booked. 

Minimum cancellation notice (hrs) 
Prevents patients from cancelling an appointment too close to the 

time of the appointment. 

Appointment cancellation status 
Defines the appointment status that would be assigned once a 

patient has cancelled an appointment. 
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[5] The Registration section affects the patients registration and signing up to the Online Diary. 

 

Existing patients can register online 
Allows for patients that you have on record in ClinicOffice to self-

register. 

New patients can register online 
This allows for patients who have never come into the clinic to self-

register. 
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Allow patients to edit their own 

details 

Allows patients to edit the basic inforrmation you have on record for 

them such as address and contact details. 

Email confirmation to patient 
When ticked the patient will receive a confirmation email once they 

self-register. This is advised to be left on. 

Email clinic when patient registers 
When enabled an email is sent to the clinic to inform them whenever 

a patient has self-registered. 

 

[6] Registration Form. This section allows you to select additional required fields such as mobile number or postal 

address for when the patient is self-registering. The only fields that will always be required and that you as a user 
cannot change are the email and lastname fields and that is because these are required for the basic setup of a 

patient’s online profile. 

 

 

[7] Financial. Select your chosen payment method for patients to pay for their appointments online. When one or 

both payment options are enabled then additional options become available, such as the example below. Worldpay 

and Paymentsense ECOM can only be enabled when you have an account and you have these details entered into the 

main ClinicOffice program. Note for Worldpay this has to be an Worldpay Online account and not a business account. 
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[8] Payment Options. So long as one of the methods of accepting payments has been enabled, you will be 

presented with further payment options. 

 

Allow payment with account pre-

ayments/credit 

When this is enabled, if the patient has any excess money or credit on 
their account they can select to use this when paying for an 

appointment. 

Patient must pay in full 
This will force the patient to pay for the treatment before their 

appointment is booked. 

Patients must pay a deposit This will force the patient to pay a deposit of a specified amount. 

 

If the option “Patients must pay a deposit” has been enabled, then some further options will appear. These are 

explained in the next table. 

 

Fixed deposit for all appointment 

types 

This allows you to a single deposit amount. No matter what 

appointment type they book for, the deposit amount will be the same. 

Enter deposit for appointment type 

When this option is selected then an additional grid will appear that will 

allow for you to specify the deposit amount for each appointment type 

separately. 

Create an invoice with the current 

date/time (RECOMMENDED) 

This is the default selection and it means that when the payment is 

taken the invoice date and time will be the same time as when the 
payment is made. For accounting reasons it is recommended that you 

stick with this option. 

Adjust the invoice to match the 

appointment date/time 

When this option is selected it will default the invoice date and time to 
the same as the appointment date and time. This is not recommended 

as the invoice date should match the date of the actual payment made.  

 

NOTE: If you have selected for patients to pay a deposit then the invoice for the full amount of that 

treatment type will be created and the deposit will be allocated against it. This means that the invoice will 

appear as partly paid in your ClinicOffice Diary, waiting for the remainder of the payment. 
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[9] Upload. Something, something about uploading 

 

Allow patient to upload files Enables the ability for patients to upload their medical files. 

Maximum file size Specify the maximum size of the file that the patient can upload. 

Supported file types 

Specify the file types of the documents that can be uploaded. For 

example, images can be ‘.jpg’ or ‘.png’. Documents can be ‘.docx’ or 

‘.pdf’. Spreadsheets could be ‘.xlsx’. 

Folder Name 
Set the name of the folder that the patient’s uploaded documents will 

appear under. This folder will appear in the patient’s Documents tab. 

Email clinic after files uploaded 

This will send an email to the clinic’s default email address, specified in 

ClinicOffice, that a document has been uploaded. It will provide basic 

information about who it is from and what it is.  
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Custom Messages 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Go to: Staff Diary > Settings > Custom Messages 

 

 

 

Custom Messages and Email Templates. Here you can customise emails and messages that are sent from the Online 

Diary.  ‘Msg’ / ‘Message’ screens are aspects of the webpages (such as the Welcome screen or the Booking success 
page) that are customisable with full font formatting. The Emails sent from the Online Diary to Patients are also 

customisable. There are already defaults in place, so you don’t need to set each one up initially if you don’t want to. 

 

[1] Allows you to select different messages or email templates to edit. If you select an email template then an 

additional drop down field will appear that will contain the “Email Subject” as well. 

[2] There are many HTML text controls in this editor, including sizing options, fonts, colours, alignment etc. 

[3] Insert Placeholder gives you a range of merge fields that automatically pulls in data from your database. 

[4] Your custom message goes here. This is what your Online Diary users will either see on the diary interface or will 

be emailed with.  

[5] Reset to Default reverts the template to the original default message. This cannot be undone. 
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SUPPORT INFORMATION                                                                                . 

Call Our Helpdesk              01205 205500 

Email us                    support@pioneersoftware.co.uk 

 

USEFUL LINKS                                                                                                  . 
 

Online Diary Overview 

Online Diary Demonstation – Try it for yourself! 
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